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ABSTRACT
While the implementation of convection-allowing models has improved the representation of convective features, a consensus is lacking regarding what horizontal grid spacing most appropriately
resolves convective structures, is computationally feasible, and provides the most useful output to
forecasters. The present study evaluates 14 simulated MCSs with 3-, 1- and 0.333-km horizontal grid
spacing in order to understand sensitivity in simulated MCS forward propagation speeds and cold pool
behavior with decreased grid spacing. MCS cold pools were found to be significantly larger in runs using
finer grid spacing. In addition, a greater similarity in solutions occurred when grid spacing was refined
to 1 km and less, with 1- and 0.333-km MCS cold pools more similar in magnitude, depth, length, and
areal coverage, than 3-km cold pools. The 1-km simulations demonstrated a small increase in forecast
skill for 3-h QPF throughout MCS evolution compared to 3-km runs. The 1-km MCS 9-h precipitation
swaths were also better aligned with observations compared to 3-km simulations. When evaluating
MCS forward propagation speeds, however, 3-km simulated MCS speeds were more similar to observations compared to 1 km.

1. Introduction
Simulations of mesoscale convective system (MCS)
structures and associated QPF skill have generally
improved since the implementation of convectionallowing models (CAMS) in both real-case (Done
et al. 2004; Weisman et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2009;
Schwartz et al. 2009; Adams-Selin et al. 2013; Johnson
et al. 2013; Pinto et al. 2015) and idealistic frameworks (Weisman et al. 1997; Bryan et al. 2003; French
and Parker 2010; Bryan and Morrison 2012; Peters
and Schumacher 2016). Previous works involving
idealized cases have shown that finer horizontal grid
spacing (referred to as Dx hereafter) in CAMS allowed for the resolving of smaller-scale turbulent
convective features associated with MCSs (Weisman
et al. 1997; Morrison et al. 2009; French and Parker 2010;
Bryan and Morrison 2012; Lebo and Morrison 2015).
Past work has shown improved structural representation of convection with simulations at Dx finer than
6 km (convection allowing, without convective parameterization), compared to coarser spacing used in many
larger-scale regional and global models. Weisman et al.
Corresponding author: Brian Squitieri, brianjs@iastate.edu

(1997) found that the better resolving of simulating squall
line evolution and turbulent fluxes was more noticeable
as grid spacing was refined from 12 to 1 km than when
Bryan et al. (2003) refined grid spacing below 1 km. Done
et al. (2004) showed that 4-km WRF runs better simulated MCSs in comparison to 10-km WRF forecasts.
Similarly, Kong et al. (2006), Weisman et al. (2008), and
Schwartz et al. (2009) noted that simulated convective
events implementing 2- and 6-km grid spacing in the
WRF were superior to 12-km NAM forecasts.
Still, questions remain regarding the benefits of
simulating convection using grids finer than 4 km, with
previous research offering mixed results regarding
which Dx best simulated convection, and what model
parameterizations were appropriate for a given grid
spacing. Though not directly aimed at better understanding deep, moist convection, Wyngaard (2004)
discussed the discrepancies of resolving turbulent flow
across a range of Dx known as terra incognita or the
‘‘grey zone,’’ which comprised spacings from roughly
3 km down to a few hundred meters. In this gray zone,
turbulence parameterization, applying a filter to the
equations of motion, becomes inappropriate as turbulent length scales l begin to overlap Dx scales as Dx is
decreased. In Bryan et al. (2003), it was found that 1-km
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in these idealized simulations. Schwartz et al. (2017)
found that 1-km ensemble probabilistic QPFs demonstrated greater forecast skill than those at 3 km, particularly for heavy rain events within the first 12 h of the
simulation. In addition, the spatial placement of MCSs
improved in 1- versus 3-km forecasts.
Much of the aforementioned work demonstrated the
impacts that horizontal grid spacing changes had on
idealized squall lines, or aggregated the results for
overall model performance as Dx changed for observed
precipitating systems. Limited work has been done to
show how MCS cold pool characteristics or explicitly
calculated MCS forward propagation speeds changed in
CAMS with varying horizontal grid spacing on a caseby-case basis. While it is understood that studying
changes in simulated squall lines in an idealized framework can be helpful by reducing complexity that may be
introduced from variations in the ambient and stormscale environments, it is equally important to see how Dx
changes impact real MCS cases. It may be asked for
example, if finer Dx in operational runs improve the
temporal placement of simulated MCSs with a more
finely resolved cold pool. The current work evaluated
simulated MCS cold pools and related features for 14 observed cases using the WRF-ARW at varying convectionallowing Dx to provide a broad analysis of simulated MCS
and associated cold pool structural changes and forward
propagation speeds with decreased Dx in WRF. Explicitly
calculated observed and simulated MCS speeds were used
to infer if finer Dx resolved cold pools were improving,
degrading, or minimally impacting MCS forecasts given
that cold pool intensity may be associated with MCS forward propagation speed (Rotunno et al. 1988). Based on
the aforementioned findings of Verrelle et al. (2015) and
Schwartz et al. (2017), it was hypothesized that 1-km simulated MCSs (whose cold pools would be appropriately
resolved to depict larger-scale convective structures as in
Bryan et al. 2003), would attain a faster forward propagation speed, perhaps better matching observed MCS
speeds, with at least some improvement in QPF noted,
compared to 3-km simulated events. Furthermore, it was
hypothesized that 0.333-km simulations would add little
value to improved MCS placement or QPFs, as 1- and
0.333-km cold pools would bear greater similarity than
3- versus 1-km cold pools, analogous to the findings of
Verrelle et al. (2015).

2. Data and methodology
a. Selection process for MCS events
All 14 MCSs selected were leading convection, trailing stratiform events originating from upscale-growing
convection, developing into linear convective systems
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grid spacing was inadequate for resolving turbulent
subconvective processes and entrainment, as convergence of squall line statistical properties was lacking
even for 250- and 125-m runs, though larger deep, moist
convective structures could be adequately resolved at
1–2-km Dx in some cases.
Kain et al. (2008) and Schwartz et al. (2009) also noted
that finer (2-km) forecasts showed more details in convective evolution compared to 4-km runs, but with little
benefit to QPF forecast skill, beckoning the question if
finer grid spacing is worth the higher computational
costs. Bryan and Morrison (2012) simulated an observed
squall line in an idealized framework at 4-km, 1-km, and
250-m Dx and noted that distributions of reflectivity
in the convective and stratiform precipitation regions of
the squall line and cold pool properties matched observations more realistically in 250-m simulations. Lebo
and Morrison (2015) showed that individual cells within
an idealized squall line were narrower, more numerous
in nature, and weaker as horizontal grid spacing decreased from 500 to 250 m, as convective entrainment
and detrainment became explicitly resolved and associated greater hydrometeor mixing occurred. Lebo and
Morrison also found that within the perceived ‘‘grey
zone’’ of Dx, there are subranges of spacing changes
(mainly between 250 and 500 m) where greater, critical
differences in convective representation may occur.
Still, recent work has demonstrated some promise for
improving forecasts of convection with 1-km grid spacing. Johnson et al. (2013) showed that 1-km output
demonstrated a higher similarity among objects (defined
as 1-h QPF swaths) in simulations to that of observations
compared to 4-km runs. VandenBerg et al. (2014)
found that for short-lived, discrete storms, 1-km WRF
forecasts of mean storm speeds (relative to environmental flow) matched observed storm speeds better
than those from 4-km runs, and that 1-km storms exhibited less of a rightward bias in storm motion compared to 4-km forecasts. Potvin and Flora (2015) noted
that 4-km idealized simulations (initialized from two
observed soundings) were too coarse in simulating
supercell evolution and storm-scale flow, with improvements in low-level rotation tracks and intensity
changes noted at 1-km Dx. Verrelle et al. (2015) noted
that 1-km idealized supercell simulations more accurately depicted vertical velocity distributions and hydrometeors forming a well-defined hook echo compared
to coarser Dx. In addition, the summation of negatively
buoyant grid points at 500 m above ground level (AGL)
showed a larger cold pool area associated with finer Dx
runs compared to coarser events, with a greater similarity in areal coverage comparing 1-km to 500-m Dx
cold pool areas as opposed to 2- versus 1-km cold pools
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TABLE 1. A list of all 14 observed cases simulated in this study, with the date/time of MCS initiation, MCS longevity (measured in hours),
and impacted regions of the United States provided.
Initiation time (UTC)

Duration (hours)

Regions impacted

2200
0000
0000
0300
2200
0000
2000
2300
0100
2100
0200
0400
2000
2100

9
13
16
15
24
17
20
13
9
12
9
14
9
14

Central Plains
Central Plains
Upper Mississippi Valley
Northern High Plains
Upper Mississippi/Ohio Valleys
Upper Mississippi Valley
Upper Mississippi Valley
Central Plains
Upper Mississippi Valley
Upper Mississippi Valley
Southern Plains
Southern Plains
Southern Plains
Upper Mississippi Valley

with a stratiform rain shield (as in Parker and Johnson
2000) or bow echoes (Przybylinski 1995). MCSs selected
for study were not preceded by earlier convection
downstream, nor did they merge with other MCSs at
any point during evolution, similar to the requirements
used in Davis et al. (2006b) and Pinto et al. (2015).
MCS cases were subjectively selected via evaluations
of 1 km AGL composite reflectivity data provided by
the Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor system (MRMS) (Smith
et al. 2016). Table 1 describes the 14 selected cases,
including initiation date and time, longevity of MCSs
(measured in hours, with initiation and dissipation
time rounded off to the nearest hour), and general
region of the United States impacted. MCS initiation
occurred, to the nearest hour, when organized convection first achieved a continuous line of 501 dBZ
with an expanding stratiform rain shield, as in Parker
and Johnson (2000). Dissipation occurred, to the nearest
hour, when a leading line of 501 dBZ echoes were no
longer apparent, similar to Coniglio et al. (2010). Most
MCSs initiated during the late afternoon to early evening hours, with the bulk of their life cycles taking place
overnight. All MCSs occurred in the Great Plains and
Upper Mississippi Valley. The goal behind evaluating
isolated MCSs in relatively pristine, ambient environments
was to simplify MCS analyses in a real-world environment
to better understand trends in cold pool behavior, system
movement, and accumulated precipitation swaths.

b. Model setup
The WRF-ARW, version 3.8 (Skamarock et al.
2008), was employed with one-way nesting to vary
Dx while appropriately establishing initial and lateral
boundary conditions (ICs/LBCs), with a parent 3600 km 3
3600 km domain using 3-km horizontal grid spacing,
and nested 1000 km 3 1000 km domains with 1-km grid

spacing, and 333 km 3 333 km domains using 0.333-km
grid spacing. The geographic placement of the nested
domains varied for each case and was subjectively centered over regions of observed MCS evolution (e.g.,
Fig. 1). A large, parent 3-km domain was chosen in an
attempt to minimize the downscaling impact of temporally propagating LBC errors from ICs upon the nested
1- and 0.333-km domains. All model configurations were
initialized with 12-km NAM output (NOAA/NCDC
2015). In all simulations, for all grids, the default 50
vertical levels on terrain-following pressure coordinates
were chosen. Table 2 may be consulted for more details
on the WRF configurations.
The 1 km AGL reflectivity derived from MRMS products (Smith et al. 2016) was retrieved from the Iowa
Environment Mesonet data archives (Iowa State University
2018) and was subjectively treated as ground truth for the
depiction of MCS structures and evolution when model
output was compared to observations.
Base variables of 1- and 0.333-km output were first filtered
to exclude 2Dx wavelengths not resolvable in 3-km simulations, and then were regridded to 3 km, with comparisons
done only over the area covered by the smallest domain.
Filtering and regridding were performed in order to compare
the different grid spacing runs while maintaining fairness, as
in Johnson et al. (2013). Observed composite radar data
were also filtered and regridded to match the 3-km grids
when used for comparison. Three-dimensional variables
used to calculate cold pools were interpolated from the
WRF terrain following hybrid-sigma coordinates to constant heights AGL, from the surface to 6000 m (to ensure
inclusion of the entire cold pool depth), at 100-m intervals.
All model runs and data postprocessing were completed on
the Computational and Information Systems Laboratory
(CISL)-Cheyenne supercomputing system (Computational
and Information Systems Laboratory 2017).
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Date
15 Aug 2013
3 Jun 2015
7 Jun 2015
18 Jun 2015
12 Jul 2015
18 Jul 2015
5 Jul 2016
6 Jul 2016
12 Jul 2016
4 Aug 2016
16 Sep 2016
18 Sep 2016
15 Jun 2017
16 Jun 2017
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TABLE 2. Common configurations used for all WRF-ARW
simulations.
WRF-ARW

FIG. 1. One-way nested WRF domain configuration for the 17
Jun 2017 case. The map depicts all of the area covered in the parent
3600 km 3 3600 km 3-km domain; d02, labeled in white, depicts the
1000 km 3 1000 km 1-km domain; and d03, labeled in red, depicts
the 333 km 3 333 km 0.333-km domain.

c. Definition of the cold pool
To better understand the nature of 3D cold pool
structures, cold pool surface temperatures, depths, and
the cold pool parameter C were calculated. The parameter C (m s21; Benjamin 1968; Rotunno et al. 1988;
Weisman et al. 1988; Weisman and Rotunno 2004) is
expressed by
ðH
C2 5 2 (2B) dz,

(1)

0

where B represents buoyancy (integrated within a surface stable layer), defined as


0
B [ g u 1 0:61(qy 2 qy ) 2 qc 2 qr ,
u

(2)

where H in (1) delineates the top of the cold pool, also
defined as the cold pool depth. In (2), g is gravity, u0 is the
negative perturbation potential temperature at each
model grid point, with u defining the representative average potential temperature of the ambient atmosphere.
The water vapor, cloud water, and rainwater mixing
ratios associated with each grid point representative of
the cold pool were defined as qy, qc, and qr, respectively,
with qy representing the average water vapor mixing
ratio in the ambient atmosphere in the same manner as
u. Given that cold pool intensity should be defined

NAM-218 (12 km) grid
1200 UTC
1200 UTC
24 h
Hourly
6s
50
Thompson
MYJ
MYJ
Noah LSM
Dudhia
RRTM

relative to the magnitude of the ambient temperatures
downstream of convection, new relative u and u0 were
calculated. For a given time t that a simulated MCS was
evaluated (Fig. 2, first row), grid point potential temperature values from the area over which the surface
cold pool in the model moved through time (t 1 1)
(Fig. 2, second row) were used to calculate an averaged
surface u value. First, surface Du was calculated by
subtracting u at t 1 1 from the value at t (Fig. 2, third
row). Positive surface Du values below the upper quartile were filtered out, delineating a downstream area at
time t representative of an ambient air mass into which
an MCS is propagating (Fig. 2, fourth row). The averaged surface u value within this constrained area was
used to define surface u, and this same area was also used
to calculate u for all model vertical levels above the
surface. Next, u was subtracted from u to provide a new
relative u0 , at the surface and all vertical levels aloft.
These new u and u0 values were then input into (2) to
derive B. Values of B less than 0 were prevalent
throughout the depth of the troposphere behind MCS
leading lines, so a filter was needed to cap the top of the
cold pool, corresponding to the higher B values, which
contributed to cold pool intensity. Negative B values
associated only with relative u0 less than 23 K were
considered for calculating cold pool depth and the C
parameter (as in James et al. 2005, hereafter J05). While
J05 used 21 K as the defining threshold for cold pools,
J05 employed a mesoscale idealized modeling framework, simplifying the ambient environment, while the
present work evaluates real-case-based events in a
heterogeneous environment, introducing additional
complexity (i.e., stable features that were not cold pool
associated). It was determined that using the 23-K
filter adequately capped off the top of the cold pool
(typically 3–4 km AGL). Through iteration with the
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FIG. 2. Simulated cold pool associated with the 7 Jul 2016 MCS event during maturity, with (left) 3-, (center)
1-, and (right) 0.333-km horizontal grid spacing. Surface potential temperature fields, for the evaluated time
t (in this case 0100 UTC) and t 1 1 (0200 UTC) are depicted (filled contours; K) in the first and second rows,
respectively. The difference in the potential temperature fields [t 2 (t 1 1)] is shown in the third row (filled contours;
K). Last, the cold pool at time t is depicted by the surface potential temperature field (filled contours; K), overlaid
with the top 25% positive Du values between 0100 and 0200 UTC line contoured in blue in the fourth row.
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d. Use of Stage-IV data to verify forecasts
To also examine the impact of decreased Dx on precipitation, observed precipitation swaths were evaluated
using Stage-IV data (NCAR/UCAR/EOL 2015). The
Stage-IV data were trimmed down to the smallest WRF
domains evaluated for each case (i.e., 1 km) in order
to focus on the areas impacted by the observed and
simulated MCSs only. The 3- and 1-km WRF output
were filtered and regridded to 4 km to match Stage-IV
gridded observations. 0.333-km simulations were excluded from tasks involving QPF evaluations because
the 0.333-km domains were too small to capture
longer periods of MCS evolution for comparisons
to be made with observations, as MCSs either initiated outside of the domain, or propagated outside of
the domain well before weakening or dissipating.
Neighborhood (Clark et al. 2010) equitable threat
scores (nETSs) were calculated to determine the
forecast skill of 3- and 1-km quantitative precipitation forecasts (QPFs). While both Clark et al. (2010)
and Squitieri and Gallus (2016) used a 60-km radius

of influence to sum contingency table elements (hits,
misses, false alarms, and correct negatives), the current work evaluated QPF swaths at varying radii of
influence (30, 60, and 120 km), with precipitation
thresholds of 2.54, 6.35, and 12.70 mm (0.10, 0.25, and
0.50 in.) to evaluate sensitivity in nETS calculations.

e. Use of MODE for simulated cold pool
comparisons
The Method for Object-Based Diagnostic Evaluation
tool (MODE; Davis et al. 2006a, b) was used to compare
simulated cold pool structures from varying Dx runs and
was applied to C to compare simulated mature MCS
cold pools, as in Schwartz et al. (2017). Runs with the
finest grid spacing (0.333 km) were treated as ‘‘control
runs,’’ and cold pool characteristics from these control
runs were compared to those from the coarser runs to
determine similarity between cold pool structures with
varying Dx. MODE employs a fuzzy-logic approach to
identify and compare objects (typically observed versus
simulated) derived from features depicted by data within a
gridded framework (Bullock et al. 2016). Traditionally,
MODE has been used to compare observed versus forecast accumulated precipitation tracks to verify QPFs
(Davis et al. 2006a,b, 2009; Gallus 2010). However, objectoriented techniques have been used for nonaccumulated
variables, such as reflectivity signatures, using the contiguous rain area (CRA) technique as in Gallus and Pfeifer
(2008), and drought variables like the standardized precipitation or evapotranspiration indices as in Abatan
et al. (2018).
To appropriately define and identify cold pool objects
in 0.333-, 1-, and 3-km runs and compare them, multiple
parameters were configured in MODE that produced
results agreeing best with subjective evaluation of several cases. A circular convolution-smoothing radius of
5 grid squares or 15 km in length (with each grid square
representing a 3 km 3 3 km area) was chosen in order to
identify cold pools large enough to be associated with
MCS structures, without excluding smaller, secondary
segments of C values that were still associated with the
MCS. To account for spatial displacements of MCS cold
pools in varying Dx runs, a maximum centroid distance
(defined as the maximum distance between the centroids of two compared objects) of 300 km was used to
determine if cold pool objects in the coarser runs were
related to those in the 0.333-km MCS control runs (as in
Davis et al. 2006a).

f. Bootstrap resampling for testing statistical
significance
Given the small sample sizes to be compared
throughout this work, a bootstrap resampling method
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14 simulations, testing filters ranging from 21 K and
colder, it was found that 2u0 values as low as 23 K
could be excluded without impacting the core, more
stable negative B values (with height), and associated C
magnitudes, hence capping the cold pool to a reasonable
height without impacting cold pool definition beyond a
very modest extent. Negative B values in regions colder
than the 08C isotherm were also excluded so that stabilization only associated with evaporation processes were
included. The remaining B values were vertically integrated in (1), to produce a two-dimensional C field, and
the top level (with the model grid interpolated to 100 m
AGL intervals) where remaining B values were negative
denoted the depth of the cold pool [H in Eq. (1)]. A
mask was also used to exclude noise not representative
of the cold pool. For the mask, positive u0 values were
excluded, along with negative u0 over or adjacent to
bodies of water to exclude cool, stable marine air masses
not associated with convection. To ensure all cold pool–
based fields were convectively induced, grid points that
had not experienced maximum composite reflectivity
values above 35 dBZ [generally representative of
convection as noted in Anagnostou (2004)] at given
times t and t 2 1 were also excluded in the mask. The
surface u0 mask was also applied to the cold pool
depth and C fields.
Throughout the rest of the manuscript, negative surface u0 and cold pool depth will be discussed multiple
times and will be referred to as 2u0sfc and D, respectively,
henceforth. The absolute value of 2u0sfc was used to
represent cold pool magnitude for all statistical analyses.
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was employed to determine statistical significance.
For all comparisons, the bootstrap resampling employed
a two-tailed test to determine if values in one sample
were significantly stronger/weaker or bigger/smaller
to the compared values of another sample. The associated t-test statistic was calculated, with random
sampling occurring 10 000 times. The achieved level of
significance (an estimated p value) was then derived
to determine statistical significance (Mendenhall and
Sincich 2007).

g. Documenting of MCS temporal evolution
Observed and simulated MCS evolution was documented hourly to explicitly calculate MCS forward
propagation speeds. Nine different hours were evaluated for each MCS, with the first time being ‘‘t0,’ representing the time of MCS initiation (as described in
section 2a) and the last time being ‘‘t8.’’ Only 8 h after
initiation were considered given temporally limited
model output (out to 1200 UTC, or 24 h after model
initialization), and MCS weakening trends noted in
WRF output (discussed more in results). Times t0–t8
for observed and simulated (3 and 1 km) MCSs were
calculated separately for independent evaluation. MCS
initiation times (t0) were the same among varying Dx
runs for all cases, allowing for straightforward comparisons. Temporal displacements in simulated MCSs
with respect to observations, however, were noted. When
calculating nETSs (taking into account spatial/temporal
model QPF displacements), the observed t0–t8 times were
chosen to evaluate both observations and model output to
deduce model skill in QPFs.
Observed and simulated hourly MCS propagation
speeds were explicitly calculated and compared for
8 h of MCS evolution (see Fig. 3 for an example case),
with the starting time at 1 h past MCS initiation (t1).
First, for each hour of observed and simulated MCS

evolution, a grid point was chosen to represent the
leading edge of the MCS with the aid of a 0.208
latitude 3 0.208 longitude grid. The 1 km AGL reflectivity fields were used to determine propagation
speed in place of cold pool variables so that direct
comparisons could be made with high-resolution
observations. Representative grid points were chosen either along the centermost portion of the line, or
where leading line convection was most intense,
identified by a sharp leading-line reflectivity gradient, with 351 dBZ values denoting convective cores
(Rosenfeld et al. 1994). On occasion, the MCS cold
pools would outrun the main line of convection (often
delineated by a narrow, broken band of 20–35-dBZ
reflectivity displaced up to 10–30 km ahead of the
linear band of convective cores, often noted in both
observations and simulations). In these cases, the
representative grid point would be placed in the
center of, or in the most intense (i.e., apex of a
bowing segment) portion of the line. As the outrunning
cold pool leading edges were more difficult to detect with the aforementioned weaker reflectivity
ahead of the main convective band, true propagation speeds may be up to 1 m s 21 faster or slower
than those computed, but this difference is small
enough that it does not affect results. Next, the great
circle or true surface distance between the grid
points for the current and previous hour of analysis
was calculated on a 2D curvilinear grid, with the
resultant value divided by 3600 s to estimate the
MCS forward propagation speed.
Similar to the aforementioned QPF evaluations,
the 0.333-km MCSs were excluded from this particular task, as multiple hours of MCS development (i.e.,
t0–t3 for some cases), and evolution of later stages
(i.e., t6–t8 for example), occurred outside of the
0.333-km domain.
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FIG. 3. (left) Observed, (center) 3-km, and (right) 1-km WRF simulations of MCS evolution for the 7 Jul 2016 case, as shown by
subjectively smoothed line contours of 35-dBZ 1 km AGL reflectivity, with each hour of MCS evolution depicted with a different color
(see color bar at right). Pink circular markers indicate the subjectively defined representative MCS locations from which MCS hourly
averaged forward propagation speeds were derived, with t0 being the time of MCS initiation, through t8, the last time the MCS location
was recorded. Please refer to section 2g for details on how MCS locations and associated hourly averaged forward propagation speeds
were derived.
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FIG. 4. Simulated cold pool associated with the 7 Jul 2016 MCS event during maturity, at 0100 UTC, with (left) 3-,
(center) 1-, and (right) 0.333-km horizontal grid spacing. The cold pool is depicted by the surface potential temperature field (filled contours; K, with the top 25% Du values between 0100 and 0200 UTC line contoured in blue) in
the first row, 2u0sfc field (filled contours; K) in the second row, D (filled contours; m AGL) in the third row, and C
(filled contours; m s21) in the fourth row. Values of 2u0sfc , D, and C were shown only where 2u0sfc ,26 K for the sake
of figure clarity.
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3. Results
a. Differences in simulated mature cold pool
characteristics with decreased grid spacing

FIG. 5. Violin plots showing the average (black dots) and distribution (filled, colored contours) of the C areal coverage for all
14 cases in 3-, 1-, and 0.333-km simulations, at subjectively chosen
times of MCS maturity. For each case, magnitudes were calculated
by averaging a value for all grid points exceeding the median and
75th, 90th, 99th percentile thresholds. Areal coverage was determined by summing all grid points exceeding the aforementioned
thresholds. Please note the change in y-axis values between the top
and bottom plots, which separate the area distributions for the
(top) median and 75th percentile and (bottom) 90th and 99th
percentiles.

the 90% confidence interval for significance testing
(Table 3).
The C magnitudes were binned for a spectrum of
percentiles, from the lower 10th percentile, to the upper 10th percentile, for all 14 cases. For example if the
median value of a C field was 20 m s21 and the upper
one-third percentile value was 30 m s21, then all grid
points with values in the 20–30 m s21 range would be
binned into a single category, as exemplified in Fig. 7
(top) with multiple bins for the 7 July 2016 case for the
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MCS maturity was subjectively classified as a welldefined MCS, 3–5 h after clustering convection resulted in relatively continuous lines of 50-dBZ cores,
with maturation of a stratiform precipitation shield
noted, similar to the mature stages of MCSs classified in Parker and Johnson (2000). The median and
75th, 90th, and 99th percentiles of cold pool variable
magnitudes were calculated for significance testing,
with values less than these thresholds excluded. The
magnitudes of the remaining values were then averaged
to a single value, with the area recorded. Magnitudes
were then bootstrap resampled to compare 3- versus
1-km, 3- versus 0.333-km, and 1- versus 0.333-km simulations. The aforementioned percentiles were subjectively chosen to sample cold pools that were averaged
with varying degrees of intensity distribution (i.e., how
do cold pool statistics change when averaging over most
of the cold pool, or over the core (colder, deeper parts)
of the cold pool). Given the aforementioned constraints
to the D and C fields based on the applied 2u0sfc filters
(hence the similarity in areal coverage between these
fields), and given that C is the focus in this work, only the
areal coverage of C will be evaluated henceforth (with
areal coverage significance testing reserved for the
MODE tasks).
Mature MCS cold pools were larger, and had overall faster forward propagation speeds in the 1- and
0.333-km simulations compared to the 3-km runs by
the mature stage of MCS evolution (Fig. 4), concurring with assessments made by Schwartz et al. (2017).
When evaluating areal coverage (number of grid
points times 3 km 3 3 km or 9 km2) of the C fields
(Fig. 5), 1- and 0.333-km simulated MCS cold pools
were more expansive than 3 km, regardless of the
threshold for which values of C were included. With
2u0sfc , D, or C magnitudes, however, 1- and 0.333-km
cold pools were only slightly colder and deeper than
3 km when incorporating a lower inclusivity threshold
(median and 75th percentiles) for averaging grid
points to represent an MCS (Fig. 6), with no statistical
significance noted (Table 3). When increasing the inclusivity thresholds to the 90th and 99th percentiles
(sampling the core of the cold pool-Fig. 6), 3-km cold
pools were colder and deeper than 1 or 0.333 km, also
evident when evaluating the apex of the bowing
structure for all grid spacings exemplified in the 7 July
2016 case (Fig. 4). However, 3-km cold pools were
only statistically significantly (or near significantly)
colder or deeper than the finer Dx runs when using
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the evaluation of the absolute value of 2u0sfc , D, and C magnitudes.

1-km C field. The binned C values for all cases
(Fig. 7-bottom), for all Dx runs, were then aggregated
and averaged to a single histogram (Fig. 8) for comparison. No significant differences in magnitudes within
bin categories were observed with C fields between 1and 0.333-km grid-spaced events, as greater similarity

in solutions between the finer Dx runs occurred in all
cases, supporting conclusions drawn by Verrelle et al.
(2015), who found that a greater similarity existed
between 1-km and 500-m simulated cold pools compared to runs with coarser Dx. Exemplified by the
7 July 2016 case (Fig. 4; second and third columns), a
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TABLE 3. Bootstrap resampling–derived achieved level of significance (p values) for differences between 3- and 1-km, 3- and
0.333-km, and 1- and 0.333-km averaged cold pool 2u0sfc , D, and C
magnitudes. Values were averaged for all grid point magnitudes, in
all cases, exceeding the 75th, 90th, and 99th percentiles. Italicized
values below 0.10 represent statistically significant values via the
90% confidence interval.
ASL

3 to 0.333 km

1 to 0.333 km

75th percentile
u0 magnitude
D magnitude
C magnitude

0.736
0.862
0.869

0.604
0.423
0.606

0.629
0.295
0.136

90th percentile
u0 magnitude
D magnitude
C magnitude

0.582
0.383
0.516

0.623
0.655
0.741

0.791
0.495
0.452

99th percentile
u0 magnitude
D magnitude
C magnitude

0.114
0.135
0.169

0.091
0.206
0.089

0.864
0.901
0.757

strong qualitative similarity between the finer gridspaced simulated cold pool variables with regard to
magnitude distribution, and cold pool structure existed. Similarly, Fig. 8 shows strong similarity of
magnitude frequency distributions of C for 1 versus
0.333 km compared to 3 versus 1 km or 3 versus
0.333 km. To provide a more sophisticated analysis of
cold pool structures among varying Dx, MODE was
used. Metrics calculated from MODE for each case
were also bootstrap resampled to determine statistical significance of differences in MCS cold pool
characteristics between varied Dx solutions.
MCS cold pools in 1-km runs were statistically significantly longer (i.e., the line parallel length) (Table 4)
compared to 3 km (Fig. 9), though 1- and 0.333-km cold
pools were more similar in length on average, with a
slightly smaller span in length magnitudes between the
finer Dx runs for all cases. In comparisons of 3- to 1-km,
3- to 0.333-km, and 1- to 0.333-km runs, the cold pools in
the finer grid spacing runs were statistically significantly
larger than in the coarser runs (Table 4), with a smaller
span among the area distributions of all 14 cases in finer
Dx runs also noted (Fig. 9). When 0.333-km cold pool
simulations were employed as ‘control runs’, the displacements of the cold pool centroids in the 1-km solutions were statistically significantly smaller (Table 5)
compared to those for the 3-km solutions (Fig. 10),
meaning significantly more agreement exists in the
spatial placement of MCS cold pools between the finer
Dx runs. Similarly, symmetric differences (or differences
in shape) in cold pool structures were smaller between
1- and 0.333-km solutions compared to 3 versus

0.333 km, with agreement among the finer grid-spaced
solutions being statistically significantly higher compared to 3 versus 0.333 km (Table 5). Less change was
observed in differences of cold pool orientation angles
in 1- versus 0.333-km compared to 3- versus 0.333-km
comparisons, and consequently, the agreement of 1versus 0.333-km angle differences was statistically significantly higher than that for the 3- versus 0.333-km
comparisons, best qualitatively exemplified in the last
column of Fig. 11, where 1- and 0.333-km simulated
MCSs for multiple cases at their mature stage were all
oriented in roughly the same direction. The 1- and 0.333km cold pools were more similar in total areal coverage
(Table 5, Fig. 10; area ratios) than those in the 3- versus
0.333-km runs. In addition, given that spatial displacements between 1- and 0.333-km cold pools were
smaller than those between 3 and 0.333 km, there was a
statistically significantly higher overlap between 1- and
0.333-km cold pool areas compared to 3- and 0.333-km
solutions. These overlap tendencies may be noted by
comparing the normalized intersection area magnitudes, as well as the ratio of the intersection area to the
overall areas of either object (Fig. 10), with statistically significantly higher agreement (Table 5) noted
with 1- versus 0.333-km comparisons than for 3 versus
0.333 km. The smaller range in distribution of values
associated with the finer versus coarser Dx runs
also suggests that less case to case variability in
simulating MCS structures may be expected when
employing grid spacings finer than 1 km. Holding all
else constant, it may be concluded that subkilometer
simulations would hold little value in an operational
setting for simulating larger-scale storm complexes
such as MCSs.

b. MCS forward propagation speed changes with
decreased horizontal grid spacing
While C fields, representing simulated MCS cold
pools among Dx simulations, were similar in size during
the early stages of evolution (exemplified for 3 cases in
Fig. 11, column 1), trends representing more expansive
cold pools in finer Dx simulations manifested later
(Fig. 11, columns 2–4). As noted in Fig. 4 and exemplified in most of the 14 other cases (as in Fig. 11, columns
3–4), mature simulated MCSs in the finer grid spaced
runs exhibited more bowlike features, potentially indicative of faster propagating MCSs. Finer grid-spaced
MCSs had a tendency to accelerate slightly ahead of
their 3-km counterparts as MCS cold pools began to
mature, usually within a few hours of initiation. Most 1and 0.333-km MCSs moved at roughly the same speeds.
While some differences in cold pool areal expansions
were noted in comparisons of 1- versus 0.333-km runs,
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more agreement in overall MCS size and spatial overlap
was present between 1- and 0.333-km cold pools than
between 3- and 0.333-km cold pools throughout much of
the MCS evolution. The greater similarity in solutions
(i.e., speed, areal coverage, and intensity) between 1and 0.333-km MCSs, with the greater differences in
speed noted mainly between 3 and 1 km, suggests that
fundamental differences in resolving convection exist in
operational models somewhere between 3- and 1-km

spacings, concurring with other studies of convection
simulated within the terra incognita, as in Verrelle
et al. (2015).
Little work has been done to explicitly document and
statistically compare MCS forward propagation speed
changes with decreased Dx, a task recommended by
Schwartz et al. (2017). As shown in Fig. 12, the greatest
spread of averaged forward propagation speeds (based
on quartiles or the entire distribution of cases) occurred
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FIG. 7. (top) The C magnitudes (filled contours; m s21) for the 7 Jul 2016 case at 0100 UTC, overlaid with red filled contours highlighting
the specific grid points that, from left to right, fall into the lower 1/4–1/3 (p25), median-upper 1/3 (p50), upper 1/4–1/6 (p75), and upper 1/8–
1/10 (p90) percentile bins, respectively. Each percentile bin and associated grid point count is located at the top of each plot. (bottom) A
histogram, depicting the averaged distribution for all 14 cases (blue line and bars) is overlaid on top of the 7 Jul 2016 bin shown in the top
example plot (red dots), and the other 13 cases, shown via thinner gray lines.
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in the first hour of MCS initiation, as MCSs were still organizing cold pools (see first two columns in Fig. 11) and
had yet to achieve mature structures. From t2–t4 (Fig. 12),
many of the 14 observed and simulated MCSs began to
undergo rapid organization, where an overall increase in
propagation speeds, and a general decrease in spread
among the aforementioned MCS speeds, was noted (evident via evaluation of the quartiles or distribution of all
cases). It is possible that, for a few cases, some error in
denoting forward propagation speed during the first few
hours of MCS life cycles was introduced, as a few MCSs
may have moved downstream via new cellular development or discrete propagation. From around t4 onward
(Fig. 12), observed and simulated MCSs achieved maturity (not explicitly shown, with MCS maturity defined in
the same manner as earlier), with most MCSs expanding
in size while exhibiting bowlike structures (Fig. 11). From
roughly t4 to t6, simulated MCSs peaked in forward
propagation speed, with an overall decrease in hours t7–t8
(evident when evaluating average simulation speeds or
quartile ranges). Observed MCSs, however, continued to
increase in forward propagation speed up to t8, where
most simulated MCSs dissipated or were weakening, while
observations showed a mature MCS still highly organized,
propagating relatively rapidly downstream, evident
via 1 km AGL reflectivity signatures of continuous
45–50-dBZ linear, bowing structures (not shown).

When comparing observed MCS forward propagation speeds to simulations, average 3-km MCS
speeds better matched observations compared to
1 km for all hours except t4 and t7 (Fig. 12). Still,
comparisons of simulated MCS propagation speeds to
those observed are not as straightforward. For example, at t5–t6, the 3-km average MCS speed better
matched the average for observations, but the spread
among the total distribution and quartile subset of
1-km speeds was more similar to the spread of the
total distribution and quartile subranges of observations than 3-km results. For t7, 1-km-averaged speeds,
quartile subrange speeds, and speed spread among
the distribution of cases better represented observations than 3 km. At t8, 3-km-averaged speeds were
slightly higher than 1 km (thus slightly more similar
to observations), but the spreads among the inner
quartile range and distribution of all cases for 1 km
TABLE 4. As in Table 3, but for MODE-derived statistics based
on objects identified in the C field as MCS cold pools. Boldfaced
ASL values (below 0.05) are considered statistically significant via
the 95% confidence interval.
ASL

3 to 1 km

3 to 0.333 km

1 to 0.333 km

Length
Area

0.025
0.038

0.003
0.024

0.095
0.375
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FIG. 8. Histogram averaging the binned distributions of C magnitudes for all 14 cases (shown
in Fig. 7), for 3-, 1-, and 0.333-km simulated cold pools. Statistics for each case were collected
for one time during MCS maturity.
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were more similar to observations, particularly for
the 1-km MCSs above the upper quartile range.
A bootstrap significance test was applied in the
present study between observations and simulations,
as well as between 3- and 1-km simulations themselves.
Simulated MCSs were not significantly slower than observed MCSs for any given hour, except for t8 (Table 6),
when most simulated MCSs began to dissipate while
observed MCSs remained healthy. Similarly, while 1-km
MCSs tended to accelerate and move faster than
those at 3 km, these hourly speedups were not statistically significant, though p values at t4 and t5 were
around 0.06–0.07 (Table 6), suggesting 1-km MCSs
were noticeably faster than 3 km within this timeframe. However, when averaging observed and simulated MCS motions for t1–t8, for each case (not
shown), 1-km 8-h time-averaged propagation speeds
were significantly faster than those in 3-km runs
( p value of 0.007). No significant differences in these
speeds were present comparing observations to 1 km
( p value of 0.581) or observations to 3 km ( p value
of 0.364).
It may be concluded that 3-km MCS speeds are
slightly more representative of observations when
comparing the averages only, but great case-to-case
variability precludes a more definitive answer as to
whether finer grid spacing results in a better forecast of
MCS speeds. As cold pool expanse and intensity may
serve as an impetus for MCS forward propagation

speed, it becomes difficult to infer (in absence of a
dense network of in situ observations) if decreasing
Dx from 3 km would result in a simulated cold pool
more representative of reality throughout an observed
MCSs evolution.
Though 1-km simulated MCSs moved faster overall
compared to 3 km, 3-km MCS forward propagation
speeds more closely matched observed MCS speeds,
differing from Schwartz et al. (2017), suggesting that in
the present sample of cases, the faster speeds in 1-km
runs did not equate to a better forecast. The independent evaluation of observed and simulated MCS
forward propagation speeds, however, did not take
into account spatial or temporal MCS displacements.
These forecast displacements must be accounted for
to determine if finer grid-spaced solutions improve
MCS forecast placement or QPF skill, potentially

TABLE 5. As in Table 4, but for MODE comparison statistics.
Bootstrap resampling was applied to object comparisons between
0.333 and 3-km, and 0.333- and 1-km cold pools.
Comparison variable

ASL

Centroid distance
Angle difference
Symmetric difference
Area ratio
Intersection area
Intersection over area

0.017
0.007
0.009
0.026
0.002
0.023
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FIG. 9. Violin plot showing the average (black dots) and distribution (filled, colored contours) of the normalized summary statistics calculated by MODE, based on C. The magnitudes
of cold pool lengths and surface areas were normalized for equal comparison by identifying the
highest value of a given statistic among all 14 cases in 3-, 1-, and 0.333-km simulations, and
scaling all values by dividing by the highest value.
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justifying the increased computational resources needed
to run models at 1-km grid spacing. Thus, an analysis
of MCS QPF skill at fine spatial and temporal scales
follows.

c. Horizontal grid spacing impacts of MCS QPF
forecast skill
Precipitation swaths in the present study were evaluated over relatively small accumulation periods [i.e., 3-h
accumulations, hourly, as opposed to 24-h accumulations in Schwartz et al. (2017)] so that QPF skill could be
evaluated at finer temporal resolution. The goal was to
determine if there were periods in simulated MCS life
cycles where finer grid spacing would significantly improve QPF skill. MCS QPFs were also evaluated based
on the convective initiation (‘‘pre-MCS stage’’) and
MCS upscale growth (‘‘MCS stage’’) stages to determine
if decreased Dx improved QPFs for individual stages of
MCS evolution. The period of convective initiation was
defined as the period from when the first convective
cells (that would eventually comprise the observed
MCS) initiate, to MCS initiation time (at t0, when
MCS structures were first observed, as described in
section 2a). Observed precipitation was accumulated
between convective initiation and t0 MCS initiation.
For the ‘‘MCS stage’’, observed precipitation was accumulated for the 9-h periods for which the observed
MCS forward propagation speeds were calculated.

The times evaluated in simulations were the same
for the pre-MCS and MCS periods as in observations
for direct comparison. A comparison of QPFSs for
the developing, mature, weakening, and dissipation
stages of MCSs, as done in Coniglio et al. (2010), was
not possible in the present study because multiple
observed and simulated MCSs moved out of the
smaller 1000 km 3 1000 km domains before weakening or dissipating.
QPF skill for the pre-MCS stage was overall lower
than for QPF skill during the MCS stage, for all radii of
influence, for all tested precipitation thresholds, for both
3- and 1-km runs (Fig. 13). While 3- and 1-km QPFs were
similarly skillful for the MCS stages, 1-km nETSs for a
few cases (above the upper quartile range for the 6.4-,
12.7-, and 25.4-mm thresholds, at all radii of influence)
showed somewhat better skill than 3-km nETSs during
the pre-MCS stages. For MCS QPF skill during the MCS
stage (Fig. 14), for smaller radii of influence at all
tested precipitation thresholds, the 1-km case averaged and upper quartile nETSs were higher than those
for 3 km, particularly for the later hours (i.e., t5–t8) of
MCS evolution. The 1- and 3-km nETSs became more
similar for higher radii of influence.
The 1-km nETSs were not significantly more skillful
than 3 km when comparing QPFs in the pre-MCS or
MCS stages, as well as hourly 3-h accumulation derived
nETSs in the MCS stage itself, regardless of the radii of
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FIG. 10. Normalized comparison statistics of cold pools defined using C in MODE (as in
Fig. 9). The difference and ratio statistics were calculated by treating 0.333-km runs as ‘‘control
runs’’ when compared to 3- and 1-km output. The magnitudes of centroid, angle, and symmetric
differences, area ratios, intersection areas, and intersection over total area ratios were normalized for equal comparison by identifying the highest value of a given statistic among all
14 cases in 3-, 1-, and 0.333-km simulations, and scaling all values by dividing by the highest value.
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influence or precipitation threshold employed, prompting the question of whether decreasing Dx from 3 to 1 km
truly improves MCS QPFs. When MCS QPF swaths
were accumulated across the 9 evaluated hours, for all
cases composited, an overall improvement in QPF spatial and temporal placement in 1- versus 3-km simulations was noted (Fig. 15). Higher accumulation values
(4.01 mm) in 1-km simulations were more aligned with
observations compared to 3 km, especially after t4 (in
the 120–160 grid-square range, or approximately 600 km
east of the western boundary of all domains), attesting to
better placement of MCSs in 1-km runs. The better
alignment of the 1- versus 3-km composited QPF trends
is especially evident when compared to observations via
the 4.0 mm threshold (purple lined contour) in Fig. 15,
particularly for hours t5–t8, roughly matching the better
nETSs in 1- versus 3-km simulations noted in Fig. 14.
This signal in QPF trends argues for some MCS QPF
skill improvement as Dx becomes smaller than 3 km.
Evaluating the 14 cases individually (exemplified with
6 cases; Fig. 16), the majority of the MCS precipitation
(i.e., the 10-mm threshold) was not as expansive in area
in 3-km simulations as in 1-km runs or observations, with
the observed and 1-km simulated 101 mm areal coverage of precipitation being significantly larger than that at
3 km (Table 7). For the 50-mm threshold, though, the

areal coverage of observed precipitation, as well as
3- and 1-km QPFs, were more similar, with no statistically significant differences noted between observations and simulations. The areal overlap between
observed precipitation and 1-km QPF, however, was
significantly greater than the overlapping areas of

FIG. 12. Boxplot showing the spread of hourly averaged forward
MCS propagation speed magnitudes for observations (red), 3-km
(blue) and 1-km (green) WRF simulations, for the second through
ninth hours of MCS evolution. The median is shown by bars within
boxes, containing values within the lower and upper quartiles. Bars
terminating with dashed lines cap the range of values within the
distribution, except for outliers, depicted as 1 signs.
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FIG. 11. Evolution of the developing to mature stages of four simulated MCS cold pools, starting with early stages within 1–3 h of MCS
initiation (at left). Lined contours depict the upper quartile magnitudes of C values, with gold, red, and blue overlays depicting 3-, 1-, and
0.333-km WRF simulations, respectively.
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TABLE 6. Bootstrap resampling–derived achieved level of significance (p values) for differences between observed and 3-km
simulated, observed and 1-km simulated, and 3- and 1-km simulated averaged hourly MCS forward propagation speeds for 8 h
after MCS initiation. Boldfaced ASL values (below 0.05) are
considered statistically significant.
Obs vs 3 km

Obs vs 1 km

3 vs 1 km

t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6
t7
t8

0.954
0.391
0.553
0.441
0.403
0.487
0.110
0.004

0.961
0.281
0.272
0.337
0.451
0.730
0.380
0.048

0.850
0.584
0.355
0.591
0.069
0.064
0.370
0.319

observed precipitation and 3-km QPF, even for the
50-mm threshold (Table 7), suggesting that increases in
areal overlap between observed precipitation and finer
Dx runs contributed to improved QPF forecast skill.

4. Discussion
Concurring with Kain et al. (2008) and Schwartz et al.
(2009), it is unclear whether decreasing Dx from 3 to
1 km would provide any value to forecasts of larger-scale
convective complexes and other phenomena similar
in size. The 3- and 1-km explicitly calculated simulated forward propagation speeds in the last hour (t8)
of analyzed MCS evolution were significantly slower
than observed speeds, suggesting that models weakened
MCSs too soon, regardless of Dx chosen. On the other
hand, there was significantly more overlap in 1-km QPF
and observed QPE areas as opposed to 3-km and observed, suggesting that the larger precipitation swaths
due to larger MCSs (and associated cold pools) does
improve MCS QPF forecasts performed with finer Dx.
However, this improvement may not be worth the
computational costs of implementing 1-km or finer grid
spacing, given that 1-km QPFs (3-h swaths, evaluated at
hourly intervals, or in 9-h accumulated swaths) were not

FIG. 13. Boxplots of neighborhood ETSs for 3- (blue) and 1-km (red) simulations for the (top) ‘‘pre-MCS’’ and (bottom) ‘‘MCS’’ stages
of MCS evolution, employing (left) 30-, (center) 60-, and (right) 120-km radii of influence, at 6.35-, 12.70-, and 25.40-mm precipitation
thresholds. The median is shown by bars within boxes, containing values within the lower and upper quartiles. Bars terminating with
dashed lines cap the range of values within the distribution.
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significantly more skillful than those at 3 km. It was
clearer, however, that decreasing Dx finer than 1 km
would not benefit MCS forecasts, as statistical properties
of MCS cold pools in 0.333-km simulations were significantly more similar to 1-km runs than 3-km events.
The present study also revealed some convective behaviors in need of more research. While 1- and 0.333-km
MCS cold pools were more expansive than those in 3-km
runs overall, there were occasions (in several cases),
where 3-km events experienced a ‘‘burst’’ in intensity,
such that 3-km cold pools were stronger than their finer
counterparts (as exemplified in Fig. 4; left column).
Previous literature had noted similar behavior in
grid-spacing sensitivity studies of convection (i.e.,
precipitation rates in Bryan and Morrison 2012) and
conjectured that inadequate resolving of vertical
convective processes, such as midlevel entrainment,
may be the cause for this behavior. With turbulent
and convective eddy evolution and entrainment being
3D processes, it is important to explore sensitivities that
vertical grid spacing Dz has on simulated convective

evolution. For more adequate representations of convection, Dz may need to be decreased in tandem with Dx
rather than separately, as recommended by Schwartz
et al. (2017).
In addition, more analysis must be performed to
explain why MCS cold pools were significantly more
expansive in the finer versus coarser Dx runs in the
first place. As shown by Bryan et al. (2003), Bryan and
Morrison (2012), Lebo and Morrison (2015), and
Verrelle et al. (2015) in idealized experiments, finer
Dx runs demonstrated narrower, but stronger and
more numerous updrafts embedded within linear
features, leading to a greater influx of hydrometeors,
greater rainfall rates and thus, stronger evaporative
cooling to produce more intense cold pools. For the
real cases in the present study, a similar preliminary
microphysical analysis was performed to explain cold
pool evolution with changing Dx, but results varied
greatly among cases, likely due to the heterogeneities in
both ICs/LBCs and complexities introduced by model
physics that would vary widely for each real-case-based
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FIG. 14. As in Fig. 13, but for neighborhood ETSs (for 3-h QPFs) for 3- (blue) and 1-km (red) simulations for all 9-h of MCS evolution,
employing (left) 30-, (center) 60-, and (right) 120-km radii of influence, at (top) 6.35-, (middle) 12.70-, and (bottom) 25.40-mm precipitation thresholds.
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simulation. Several cases showed heavier rain rates
along with stronger evaporative cooling with the finer
Dx simulations, likely inducing more expansive cold
pools in 1- and 0.333-km runs [as in Bryan and
Morrison (2012) and Verrelle et al. (2015)], while
other cases showed higher rain rates and stronger
evaporative cooling in association with the aforementioned ‘‘bursts’’ in intensity with 3-km events. A
simplified approach to exploring MCS cold pools for
varying cases would be to composite ICs/LBCs from
multiple events and run idealized CAMs, as in Peters
and Schumacher (2016), to perform MCS evolution
analyses for a single quasi-idealized event. This is likely
to be the approach taken in future work to perform the
aforementioned Dx/Dz tasks to both simplify analyses
and conserve computational resources.
The authors attempted to use the 2.5-km gridded
NOAA–NCEP Unrestricted Mesoscale Analysis (URMA)
data, augmented with surface observations, to evaluate
observed surface cold pools, but given the sparse nature
of surface observations, despite interpolation, URMA
often missed several cold pools. As such, it was not
possible to sufficiently evaluate surface cold pools in
this study. However, other studies such as Adams-Selin
et al. (2013) were able to successfully depict observed
cold pools using data from the Oklahoma Mesonet.
Resimulating MCSs with varying grid spacing, which
traversed the Oklahoma Mesonet (or other similar
dense observational networks) would be ideal for determining which grid spacing most accurately depicts

reality, as an adequate set of observations should be
available for answering this question.
The 1-km Hovmöller composite showed noticeably
higher accumulations compared to observations. As
noted in Weisman et al. (2008), Bryan and Morrison
(2012), and Adams-Selin et al. (2013), sensitivity to
microphysics (MP) schemes exists in simulations of
deep moist convection in CAMS, though Weisman
et al. (2008) suggested that changes in MP schemes
should not heavily impact operational guidance. The
Thompson two-moment (2-M) MP scheme (Thompson
et al. 2008) was employed in the present study, and it
was noted by Morrison et al. (2009) that 2-M MP
schemes tend to overproduce stratiform rain, with a
weaker distinction between convective and immediately
postconvective stratiform rain regions, likely contributing to a well-known (Weisman et al. 2008) wet bias in
WRF. While MP sensitivity tests were beyond the scope
of this study, the sensitivity to MP scheme of grid
spacing impacts on QPF and simulated cold pool characteristics should be investigated in future work.
The real value in decreasing Dx to finer than 3 km may
be in evaluating storm-scale behavior and the potential
for severe convective events. In Flournoy and Coniglio
(2019), 1-km ensemble WRF simulations were able to
resolve strong storm-scale low-level circulations embedded within an MCS, which spawned a tornado in
reality. In the present study, a line-embedded circulation, with a relatively longer-lived surface vertical
vorticity signal (resolved at 1 km) similar to that of
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FIG. 15. Hovmöller diagram of MCS precipitation, from the time of MCS initiation, to 9 h out, for all 14 cases, for (left)
observations/Stage-IV, (center) 3-km, and (right) 1-km simulations. Observed precipitation values were overlaid upon 3- and 1-km
diagrams at the 1.0- (black lined contours) and 4.0-mm (purple lined contours) thresholds. All data were composited over domains (250 3
250 grid squares or 1000 km 3 1000 km in area) having 4-km grid spacing, with the domain-centered latitude chosen to bisect the longitudes of the domain for optimized sampling of all precipitation swaths.
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Flournoy and Coniglio (2019) was also observed, in one case,
but the circulation was a false alarm. Still, the greatest value
in refining grid spacing may be to ascertain storm threats
such as tornadoes, and downbursts, which would be invaluable for short-term severe storms forecasting, a key goal of
the developing Warn-on Forecast program within the
National Severe Storms Laboratory (Stensrud et al. 2013).

5. Summary and conclusions
Simulated mature MCS cold pools were significantly more expansive (evident via C) in WRF runs
using 1- and 0.333-km horizontal grid spacing than in

runs using 3 km. Significant differences were present in
simulated MCS cold pools when decreasing Dx from 3 to
1 km, but model solutions became more similar when Dx
was decreased from 1 to 0.333 km. In addition, there was
significantly more agreement between the finer Dx runs
regarding placement and areal overlapping of cold
pools. The greater similarity in solutions between 1 and
0.333 km suggested little operational value is added to
implementing Dx below 1 km for larger-scale convective
complexes, as also suggested by Verrelle et al. (2015).
MCSs in 1-km runs moved significantly faster than in
3-km runs throughout the life of an MCS, with 3-km speeds
matching observed speeds more closely. MCS QPF skill
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FIG. 16. The 9-h accumulated precipitation swaths for six selected cases. Filled contours denote observed precipitation (mm), with red solid and dashed line contours depicting 10 and 25 mm, respectively, accumulated precipitation
for 3-km WRF, and blue solid and dashed lines for 10 and 25 mm, respectively, accumulated 1-km WRF precipitation.
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TABLE 7. Bootstrap resampling–derived achieved level of significance (p values) for differences between observed and 3-km,
observed and 1-km, and 3- and 1-km simulated 9-h accumulated
precipitation areas for the 10-mm (middle column) and 50-mm
(right column) thresholds. Boldfaced ASL values (below 0.05) are
considered statistically significant.
10 mm

50 mm

0.007
0.127
0.001
0.001

0.766
0.826
0.078
0.000

exhibited overall higher nETSs in 1-km runs compared to
3 km, though the differences were not statistically significant. Despite the forecast improvements associated with
1-km simulations shown in this work, CAMs still struggled
in accurately simulating the initiating and early stages of
MCS evolution, and more work needs to be done to better
understand model failures in accurately organizing an MCS.
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